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Candidates Favor Elimination of Penalties
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Nearly all
Presidential candidates favor the
elimination of criminal penalties for
possession of marijuana by those
over 18 for personal use, the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) said Thursday.
But only three- Rep. Shirley A.
Chisholm, former Sen. Eugene J.
McCarthy, both seeking the
Democratic nomination, and Dr.
Benjamin Spock, candidate of the
Peoples Party- supported legal
sales.
"In 1972 for the first time, a
serious debate in the presidential
election is developing over the
marijuana issue," Keith Stroup,
NORM's executive director said.
Stroup said the group sent a
questionnaire to 13 announced
candidates seeking their views on

marijuana. Of the 13, Stroup said
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace,
Rep. Wilbur D. Mills al)d Sen. Henry
M. Jackson did not respond.
Questionnaires were not sent to
Republicans Rep. John M. Ashbrook
or President Nixon.
·
Los Angeles Mayor Sam Y orty
was the only candidate who
responded who said he opposed any
decriminalization of the marijuana
laws. All other candidates were listed
as in outright favor of
decriminalization of marijuana laws
or as leaning in that direction.
The candidates were asked, if the
National Commission on Marijuana
and Drug Abuse recommends an end
to criminal penalties for personal use
of marijuana, whether they would
support its recommendations. Only
Yorty said he would not.
McCarthy, in arguing for

legalization, said, "Much evidence misdemeanor category," he was "not
indicates that marijuana is no more ready to vote to legalize marijuana
harmful than cigarettes and alcohol, until we completed the testing of
marijuana under clinically controlled
and may be less harmful."
He added, however, that "sale of conditions."
"I believe it is absurd to send a
marijuana to those under 18 years of
age should be forbidden. It might person caught with a marijuana
also be appropriate to require a cigarette to jail, even for the shortest
warning about possible harmful term," New York Mayor John V.
effects of marijuana, similar to that Lindsay said. He reserved judgment
now required on cigarette packages." on the question of legalization until
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie said, "I the commission makes its report
do not believe marijuana should be public.
Stroup said Nixon has "publicly
legalized at this time." He said he
was "opposed to harsh criminal stated he would ignore the
penalties for simple possession for recommendations of the marijuana
personal use." But "criminal commission should they call for
penalties must be kept for those who legalization."
But, he said, Nixon has "left his
traffic marijuana in large quantities."
Rep. Paul N. McCloskey (R-Calif.) options open as to the possibility of
said that while he favors that "all decriminalization, the
penalties for the use and possession recommendation which we now
of marijuana be reduced to the expect from the commission."
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Spring .semester enrollment at UNM is 18,201, Dean of
Admissions and Records J.C. MacGregor announced
Thursday.
The 2.7 per cent increase over the Spring, 1971,
enrollment of 17,717 is the smallest in several years.
Enrollment a year ago, however, was abnormally high.
\Vith fewer than the· u:;ual number of studtmts 12avir.g echool
between semesters, the 17,717 was a massive 18.5 per cent
jump over Spring, 1970.
This spring 301 are enrolled at the Gallup branch and 300
attending classes at Los Alamos (152 in the graduate center
and 148 in the undergraduate center).
Enrollment showed a 1250 decrease from the fall semester,
nearly all of it among undergraduates. Graduate enrollment
dropped by two to 2970, enrollment in the law school was
down by 11 to 253, and the number of medical students
remained at 190.
Enrollment in other colleges and programs is:
University college, 5683; arts and sciences, 2501; business
and administrative sciences, 454; education, 1372;
engineering, 502; fine arLs, 721; nm·sing, 255; pharmacy, 214;
two-year associate of arts program in human services, 52;
associate of arts in education, 74; associate of arts in
community services, 66; bachelor of university studies, 987;
and non-degree students, 1889.
Five of six students this spring are from New Mexico and
two-thirds of those are from Bernalillo County.
Out- of- state enrollment of 2817 includes representatives
of every state and the District of Columbia. An additional
214 students are from 57 foreign countries or U.S.
possessions.
After New Mexico, with 15,170 residents enrolled, are
California (395), New York (333), Illinois (282), 'fexas {209)
and New Jersey {162).
Bernalillo County has 12,047 residents enrolled, Los
Alamos County 576 and Santa Fe County 429.
Enrollment from other counties is: McKmley, 369;
Valencia, 287; Sandoval, 209; Rio Arriba, 155; San Juan,
153; Taos, 104; Chaves, 103; Dona Ana, 90; Eddy, 89; Otero,
86; San Miguel, 69; Lea, 68; Colfax, 41; Torrance, 34; Curry,
Quay and Socorro, 31 each; Grant, 28; Luna, 27; Roosevelt,
20; Guadalupe and Mora, 19 each; Lincoln, 16; Sierra, 11;
Union, 10; Hidalgo, seven; Catron, five; De Baca, four; and
Harding, two.

Questionaire Results Released
Photo by Kyle Stewart

On Top

Some people apparently just don't appreciate the fine
concentration needed to play an excellent game of pool.
Mary Summey either luis decided a pool table in the Union games
area is really a stage, or luis developed a completely revolutionary
. .
approach to shooting pool.
The Daily Lobo professes no sk11l m the game, but would be
interested in doing a scientific study of Summey's technique. Is it
good on the break, or in the bitter last shot duels? How can you
learn this method, and will it be used in national tournament play?
Ar.e we brealdn~ a national security regulation by printing this
photo and revl'aling tlw se<••·et <;trategy of the U.S. pool team in the
next

Ol~Jmpi(•<;'!

The present rett1rns on the
bicycle questionnaire, to be used
in plotting bike paths, were
released today by the Office of
the University Architect.
Joe MacKinney, planner of the
project, said, "We're still
tabulating the findings, and as yet,
no paths have been planned."
Present figures show 698
people bicycle to UNM and 135
have bikes on order. In addition,
849 persons bicycle for
recreation, which could prove
cause for institutmg bike paths in
th!~ city.
Thr> penplf' who l'Pturm•d tlw
q u l' :, t i o u t1 a 1 n· i u d i cat(! d u

preference for the post and chain
rack, but the Agora parking area
was also popular. 30 chain their
bikes to a tree or sign and 39 said
they park them in the buildings.
Additional bike racks were
requested near Mitchell Hall, the
Union, and the library.
Of those questioned, 333 said
they would change their mode of
transportation if paid parking on
the campus was begun, but 451
said they would not be affected.
Seasonal riding habits wer<!
included in tlw quf!stionnairl~,
whkh nhow~; 777 pn•f1•r 1;pring;
7fll, fall: 74fJ, rmnmwr; and ,W1,
wmter,
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House Ethics Investigates
Dowdy Bribery Charges

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

Imposed Silence Dangerous
Arizona Sen. Barry Goldwater told an
Albuquerque audience yesterday he had
been asked by the White House to refrain
from commenting on President NPcon's visit
to China.
What Goldwater would have said on the
subject is relatively unimportant. What is
important is that the administration felt a
paranoid need to silence potential
opposition to the trip.

Much was made by the U.S. press corps of
the controlled reaction of the Chinese to the
Nixon t-rip, Crowds appeared, or did not
appear, as determined by the government's
attitude totard the Nixon delegation.
That the Administration would consider it
necessary to seek a similar unanimity in the
public opinion of this country is terrifying in
its implications of government by decree.

bem~a_ __
Jock Article ''Unnecessary''
By PAUL LABARRERE
On Tuesday, Feb. 29, 1972, the
New Mexico Daily Lobo printed
an article pertaining to the special
treatment of athletes at the La
Pnsada Dinim! Hall. My reaction,
to say the least, was one of total
disgust. The author and some of
the participants of this article
should be ashamed.
The article was not only in
poor taste, but unethical,
unnecessary, and contained
numerous halftrutlm and totally
ridiculous statements. In my
opinion, the people concerned are

making an issue over notWng,
slinging mud and admitting to
obvious jealousy. Perhaps green
ink might have made the envy in
the article more clear,
The first statement made was
.an untruth. During the second
semester, La Posada meai ticket
holders have been served two
steaks, football players hav.e also
received only two steaks, one per
person on each occasion. Football
players are allowed second
helpings on entrees, five days a
week at dinner only, and only
certain foods are allowed for these
doubles.

Labor History
By JOHN MURPHY
Your interesting article in The
Lobo (Peonage at UNM, Feb. 24)
raises some questions that I
wonder if you can answer.
. In the tearsheet .1 note, "Let's
not have another generation
which gets schooling with the
truth left out."
If the entire truth concerning
the labor movement were told,
many of the heroes of labor
would turn over in their graves. I
strongly urge that the story of
organized labor be told, all of it. I
also believe that the story of the
people who have been burned
trying to organize unions should
be fully told.
You infer in your article that
the unions will protect members
against counter reaction. How do
they propose to do it after they
pull out, the usual comse?
Unions have the reputation Qf
leaving too many people holding
the hag. And how about the
people who do not care to go
along with the union program.
They have the right NOT to join
the union if they choose.
Do you think the students
want to hear the story of labor? If
you do, you are wrong. Last
semester Amisted offered at no

cost a course on the history of the
labor movement. Do you know
how many were interested? None.
Two experienced labor leaders
whose experience covered 80
years offered the course.
I was one of them, and the
o£fer still holds. Here are a few
facts that will probably tell you
what right I have bothering you
with my story. I could be the
oldest student at N.M.U, I take
courses in continued education
and lam 75.
I first joined a union in 1912
and 1 still carry a union card, I
have held every office in a union
from ctaft steward to general
president and legislative agent in
Washington. I have organized
several going unions and I know
the game from every angle.
I know the story of the
opponents of unions and the
why's and I can tell the story of
the "scab" and how he got that
way. I have theories on the
solution of the labor problem
which could help solve the present
economic crisis.
I would like to hear from ~ou
because I believe that you would
appreciate the entire and true
story of labor.
I created some of the history.

This, as well as the separate
dining area is paid for by the
athletic department. I'm sure that
the supervisors would be happy to
serve doubles to all students if
they are willing to pay more for
their meal tickets.
.As far as strange occurrences
going on, in two years I have not
seen an athlete play with the
music control switch, which
happens to affect only the
upstairs area. I trunk "oscillating"
sounds would bother the athletes
al$o, don't you.
In addition, the special area and
curtain are not the athletes
wishes, but that of the athletic
department and the dining hall.
Concerning the· 'statements
made by many students, I must
dedicate my deepest sympathy.
Generalizations and stereotypes
are signs of narrow - mindedness
and ignorance. If someone would
be interested in joining the
, so-called "jock club," they are
welcome. T}le pre•:<<Jlluillitn· isapproximately 18 hours a week
on the practice field.
Several comments were made
concerning the athletes eating
habits. I must say courtesy,
manners and above all friendship
are in much more abundance
upstairs than down. Mr.
Manzanares made a brilliant
statement in tWs article and I
quote, "Tl)at up there is for a
good body, not a good mind."
Well, Mr. Manzanares, I don't
know what you do at the dining
hall, but most people go there to
eat, not to study.
It is a shame that an individual
cannot obtain a college education
in a legitimate, honest, hard
working manner without being
ridiculed and singled out by petty
little people who have notWng to
do.
(Editor's Note: Despite the
accusation of "untruth'' made by
LaBarrere, the Daily Lobo stands
by its story.)

letters. ' '

As for Wednesday class,
Ticket Policy
Driscoll did disrupt it, He came
An examination of the late to class and within minutes
admission policy for the Cultural aimed what he termed a statement
Program series sponsored by the at Morgan. Ms. Morgan
Committ()e and the Associated interrupted and tried to explain
Students is long overdue. The he•· reasons, Drist::oll coulti. not
demand for tickets has tisen accept the situation. Until he was
sharply in recent years yet the out of the classroom, Driscoll
policy governing the sale of spoke almost continuously, much
tickets. does not reflect the plain of it garble and much of it
fact that tickets are in short profane.
Driscoll was asked after a fair (I
supply. As a consequence, .there
are scores of vacant seats in a emphasize fair) amount of time to
"sold out" house. The most leave. Many of the requests were
.recent occasion was the Balalaika polite, I should add.
concert. I have no way of
It is a matter of ego and pride
estimating the total number of as to whether the movement of
vacant seats but I checked four Driscoll's friends removed him
rows in only one aisle and from class. It also includea who
counted 10 unoccupied seats prior hurt whom more. By law an
to the intermission,
individual if! an adult at 18, but in
Hall Director Bill Martin, says reality some (of both genders)
that nothing can be done about never get out of the crib.
·
Paul Spencer
the situation since the purchMer
of a ticket has a "right" to the
seat up to the last bravo. On the
Story Ridiculous
contrary, I think something could
Maybe if the Daily Lobo had
and should be done about an not printed that ridiculous "news
L'ltolerable situation.
1
-0n page one of tho F:!b. 25
For a starter, I suggest that the 8tory,
edition, the women would be
Committee set a specific deadline more inclined to talk with Daily
for the ticket • holders after which l-obo staff members. As it is, the
the vacant seats will be available ~ story told about what happened
a not uncommon arrangement
Mike Driscoll as seen through
here and abroad.. The message to
the
of Mike Driscoll with all
would be printed on the ticket: of eyes
Mike
Driscoll's tears and
this seat will be held until 15?, hangups.
20?, 30? minutes after 8:15,
When I took journalism in high
curtain time. This permits the sale sc)lool
were taught that in
or tickets on a first·come basis to writing awenews
story the reporter
persons standing in line at the box
is
to
aim
at
an
unbiased story,
office.
getting
all
the
known
facts. We
This is only one possible
were
also
told
that
in
writing
this
solution but it is far more
equitable and reasonable than the news story it is considered more
present system which must be professional to exclude from the
inexplicable and unacceptable to a content any overt emotiongood many people on and off the packed statements used as
campus. I hope someone respo';lds adjectives.
To quote t.h~.> F.eb. 29.{Da\ly)
to this or any other suggest1on
Lobo,
"We have an obligation to
before I have tCJ organize,
examine
very carefully what is
demonstrate, write letters or
being.
presented
to us as the
circulate petitions,
'truth'."
This
sentence
was used in
Dorothy I. Cline context with examining
the
material presented in the
211 Student
classroom, but I think it aptly fits
I am writing this letter for a the standards of journalistic
number of reasons. I see a need reporting that should exist here.
for honest reporting by the press
I think that if I hear that trash
on all levels. The Daily Lobo about 'Driscoll was jusi making a
seems to have failed in the case of comment' one more time I'll
Michae} Driscoll and his conflict vomit. I think the (Daily) Lobo
with Jane Burcart, sociology 211, readers would be interested in
and some members of the student knowing what amounts and which
body.
exact profanities were used in that
I was present at the sociology "comment".
211 class at which Robin Morgan
I really think it is significant
spoke. I disagree with Morgan's that no one involved in this
policy of not accepting questions incident with the exception of
from males but feel most of our Driscoll; will comment to the
"civilized" society. discriminates (Daily) Lobo. But instead of
anyway, why not Morgan. Morgan interpreting this action as an
is attempting to reach the female attempt to hush the whole tWng
Segment of the population and up, I feel it was done to avoid
feels, at least at this point, it is another sensationalistic story by
futile to communicate with a (for the (Daily) Lobo.
the most part) hostile male.
.Patricia Evilsizer

Photo by Chuck Fell

New Exhibit

Need a Little Vacation?
Virginia is For Lov-ers!
RICHMOND, Va.
(UPI)-Virginia travel officials
confess they're miffed about
sweatshirts displaying a pregnant
girl and the slogan "Virginia is For
Lo·..·ers~!,
The "Vuginia is For Lovers"
theme was adopted two years ago
by the state travel service to put a
little pizzaz in Virginia's tourist
appeal and to attract a younger
clientele.
But the snow·bnlling success of
the campaign led George Woltz,
who dreamed up the theme, to
remark, "My God, what hath we
·wrought."
Commercial poachers and sister
states imitate the theme.
William V. Arnold, assistant
commissioner of the travel service,
said Missouri's slogan, "Missouri
Loves Company," is "damably
close to theft."
Arnold said the biggest problem
is with commercial promoters
who churn everything from ball
point pens to beer mugs bearing
the ubiquitous· "Virginia is For
Lovers" theme.
Arnold said sweatshirts and
bumper stickers have popped Up
around the nation noting that
other states are for lovers, too.
Arnold said he ha~ confirmed
reports of sweatshirts extolling
the 'Virtues of California, New
York, Georgia, South Carolina
and West Virginia.
"We're pleased that people are
imitating our success," Arnold

I'

The United States and
possessions are divided into eight
Standard Time zones, as set forth
by the Uniform Time Act of
1966.

!
I

said. ''We only wish there was
some way we could make it
known they are imitating us.
"It's a wonderful way to be
upset, but it just rankles a bit,"

i

Altec-Lansing
Dual
Garrard
Jensen
Pickering
TDK

Kenwood
KLH
Mira cord
Standard
Shure
Scotch

7611 Menaul NE

J

Henry's Drive-In
1916 Central9 am to 11 am
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.Razor}s Edge
Sebring
Professional
Hair

for Men

return Sunday evening.

For Info Call Bill Winch 282-5405

(@uttrt~rs
Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

Expert Long
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or pther
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women

by Appointment only

(and your
favorite drinks)
905 Yale S.E.

.. I

255·0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

COLUMBIA
DIAMOND RINGS

HI· FI STEREO
COLUMBIA SPRING FESTIVAL
Columbia Diamond Ring Co. offers its fourth annual
spring . showing of solitaires,. trios, overlaps and
mountmgs. Our entire stock of Columbia rings will
be offered at a special savings of 20% during the
month of March only. Come in and receive your
free copy of the Brides Book at no obligation.
ca.use of the present gol~ surcharge, special
wdl carry the regular pnce.)

l~
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occommodotions next to slopes,

Discounts on lifts, rente Is and lessons.
Leave Albuquerque Frlcfqy evening,

i=

HAMBURGER
in town

Open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 'till 9:00

J

"'

TAOS SKI VALLEY TRIPS
$35 Includes transportation, lodge

i

a

We Care About Our Customers

j
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The National Bureau of
Standards' -radio stations WWV at
Ft, Collins, Colo,, and WWVH on
the island of Maui, Hawaii,
broadcast sjx technical services
continuously day and night.

23¢

Sony
Tandberg
Teac
Wafts
Switch craft
Memorex

"
~~

committee to make a report.
Rep. Melvin Price (D·Ill,) Ethics
Committee chairman, told
newsmen the inquiry would move
"all expeditiously as ia consistent
with .the sensitivity of the ease."

the
best

Systems From $220.00 Up

(f)ress up /or efrtng .

)
·~

T'nis cheerful coed beams with
the prospect of putting a
whole new art exhibit up for your
benefit in the University art
gallery.
We especially liked Writing this
cutline. It made us beam with joy.
jo?~at

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
House Ethics Committee voted 11
to 0 Thursday to look into the
bribery conviction of Rep. John
Dowdy (1)-Tex.) in the first .step
toward possible House action
against him,
The committee agreed to a
Wednesday request by Reps.
Jerome R. Waldie (D·Calif.) and
. Charles E. Wiggins (R·Calif.) that
the committee investigate
Dowdy's "suitability to remain as
a fully entitled voting member of
the House of Representatives."
Dowdy was convicted New
Year's Eve by a federal jury in
Baltimore of accepting a $25,000
bribe to influence an inve&tigation
into a now · defunct Maryland
home improvement company.
Dowdy was fined $25,000 and
given an 18-month prison term.
Oowdy is free pending outcome
of appeals that could last beyond
expiration of Dowdy's term next
January.
But Waldie said the House
should not ignore the fact a
member had been convicted of a
"specially serious crime" involving
a legislative function.
The ethics committee agreed
"to continue" its inquiry. That
was the committee's way of
acknowledging it had already at
least looked into the precedents
for House action. The Library of
Congress furnished the committee
a historical rundown of previous
similar cases.
Congress has never, for
example, expelled a member for
conviction of a crime. The three it
has expelled were ousted in 1861
for being Confederate soldiers.
Waldie and Wiggins both said
they were satisfied the committee
was taking the right course. But
they said if too much time passed
by without committee action,
they would ~;~ress the matter.
They p~eviously raised the
possibility of introducing a
resolution to instruct the
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JEWELERS
"The Unusual as Usual"

-

lELEI'HONE

(across Mcnaul from Coronado center)
26H·4480
6609 MENAUL
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
Spurs

Spurs, the .women's honorary,
has announced they will give
scholarships far tuition to
Guadalajara and two $100
scho bm;hips for freshmen.
Applications should be sent to
room 118 of the Student Aides
office no later than March 20.

Peopie:s Lobby
A non·pattisan workshop
concerning "Priorities in New
MeJtico" will be held March 12 at
9 a.m. at the Newman Center,
1815 Las Lomas Rd. N.E. The
effort to build a people's lobby
will last all day, with a registration
fee of $1. For ful:'ther
information, contact Jim
McConnell, 265·437 4.

De Young

John Cage at the De Young
Museum will be presented by
KUNM at 8 p.m. March 3. The
music was presented by the San
Francisco Conservatory of Music.

New Mexico Tour
Western New Maxico
University's departmant of history
and social science will sponsor a
study tour of New MeJtico for six
credit hours June 5-July 7. Any
graduate student may obtain
credit, especially those teaching
state history of the elementary
and secondary levels. Deadline is
April 1, with registration fee of
$65 for state residents and $150
for non·r~sidents. Studttlls will
provide food and lodging.
For further information,
contact Dale F. Giese,
Department of History and Social
Sciences; Western New Mexico
University; Silver City, N.M.
88061.

Library Friends

-

The annual book sale of the
Friends of the Albuquerque
Public Library will be held March
8 and 9 in the Civic Auditorium
South Room from 10 to 5
Wedliesday and ·10 a.m. until 5
p.m. on Thursday. Prices will
range from 10 cents to $1.

...........,...........................................
A message tiJ

Associated Students
If you have problems with your land·
lord and/ or would like to join the
tenant union, please drop by or call

Bernadette Chavez
ASUNM Senate
277-5605
If I can be of help to you, my offico
hours are from 9·10 a.m. Mon.
through Fri. in Rm, 24a of the SUB.
You can leave a message in my box
at the ASUNM anytime. Rm. 248 Is
also the office of the N.M. Tenants
Organl%atlon.

................. -...........................,...........

Woodworking

Amistad is offering a
woodworking class beginning
March 5 at 7 p.m. The class covers
basic skills of furniture
construction; there will be a
nominal charge for sander belts,
saw blades and other tools. For
further details, call 277-5720.

Gourmet Cooking
A six-week course, Gourmet
Cooking for Men, will begin
March 14, meeting Tuesday
evenings from 6:30 to 9;30.
Instruction includes barbecue,
salads, soups and chowders.
The class size will be limited.
Registration is at the Continuing
Education Center at Yale and
Lomas N.E. Nancy Weave~; will be
the instructor.
Trea~ure

The last of this year's series of
Audubon Wildlife films, "Treasure
of East Africa," will be shown in
Popejoy Hall at UNM March 16 at
7:30p.m.
Filmed and narrated by Bower
Rudrud, it shows the animals of
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda in
its natural habitat. Scenes include
the Rift Valley, Ngorongoro
Crater, Amboseli and the
Se1.:.ngeti Plains.
Admission is $1.50 for adults
and $1 for students with special
rates for scouts.

Chaparral Tryouts

There Y.ri.ll ·be' a mandatory
meeting for all girls who wish to
try out for Chaparral on Tuesday
and Wednesday, March 7 and 8 at
7 p.m. in front of the trophy case
inside Johnson Gym.

I

Student Life Insurance
Not Always Best Policy

Lobo Review

Brain Capers,,

Sea Film
By PONSUMJ!JR REPORTS
Union. Its full report on the sale
Stanton Waterman, who has
Unless a college student has of life insurance to students,
worked with marine e~plorer children, as a rule he should not contained in the January issue of
JacquP.s.Cousteau, will narrate his buy life insurance.. In fact, says Consumer Reports, eltplains why
film "The Sea People" Sunday, the nonprofit Consumers Union, the lender's risk is so minimal.
March 5 at 7:30 p.m. at Popejoy "the last thing most college
One ele,ment involves 11
Hall.
students need is life ins1.1rance."
miniature endowment ~;>olicy built
The film is the last in this year's
The exception would be the -right into the in$urance policy, At
Travel - Adventure series breadwinner on whom children the end of five years, the
co·sponsored by the Sandia will be de,l)endent until they grow insmanc~ comp.'\ny gets most of
Kiwani&Cluband UNM,
up. Despite this atypical the cash value in payment of the
Highlights of the film include cireul1l$tance for a collegian, CU policyholder's debt.
female "acquanauts" living under says "the life insurance agent hall
The promissory note itself has
the sen off the Virgin Islands, a become a familiar figure on many built into it an acceleration clause,
new ecosyste.~ . spawned by . oil campuses,"
.
a typical fe11ture of retail
rigs off Lou1s1ana, sea farmmg,
·Bearing this out is an industry installment contracts, If the
genetically controlled sah;non, anc."!- survey of more than 300 life student fails to pay any premiums
a s~arch f'?r the Great White Shark insurance companies which turned on time, the lender can dem11nd
wh1c;h weighs over 3000 pounds.· up 20 per cent with sales immediate payment of the entire
Tickets for the program are programs t~imed at college loan. With the promissory nota,
$1.5 0 for adults and $1 for ·students and young professionals he can also readily obtain a coul;'t
child~:en. They are available at
who are not yet earning enough to judgment ordering payment.
Popejoy Hall.
pay the premiums.
Yearly Commitment
Isn't it difficult to sell a policy
Entitled
"Caveat Emptor on
Hoedown
to someone who can't afford it? Campus,'' the CU report, warns
The Wagon Wheels of UNM will Insurance men have their sales
mark four years of square dancing pitch so programmed to this that as with most retail credit
at their fourth annual hoedown in hurdle that they can often turn it agreements, an insurance policy
the Union Ballroom from 7:30-11 into a selling point, Says financing note may be impossible
to cancel. Life insurance is
p.m. Aprill.
Consumers Union, they approach
Calling sets will be Bruce the premium paying problem by customarily sold for a year at a
johnson, of Santa Barbara, Calif., offering to finance the first annual time. When a student is persuaded
renowned as one of the nation's premium, and frequently the to buy a policy and sign a
best, said Donna Bauer, publicity second, with a loan to be paid off financing agreement, he is
committing himself to buy a full
chairman for Wagon Wheels.
perhaps five yenrs later.
year's protection.
A free workshop will be held
The interest on that five year
None of the policies or
fron1 2·4 p.m. April 1, enabling loan? It's payable at an am:lllal
dancers to practice the dances rate of six to eight per cent or promissory notes examined hy
they'll be doing that night, more. And, says CU, in many Consumers Union had a provision
Tickets are $2 in advance or $2.50 plans thypo licyhalder pays for refund of premiums during the
first year. And, says CU, the
at the door and may be obtained interest on the interest, too,
policies examined tended to be
High Interest
relatively expensive cash value
Latin American Policy
As an example of what life
Jerome Slater will give a public insurance loans can cost, the policies with lots of extra -priced
lecture on "The Latin American nonprofit consumer organization features.
Companies doing a big bu$iness
Policy of the United States" on tells of a $10,000 policy sold by
in college policies often set up
March 6 at 8 p.m. in the Kiva.
Fidelity Union Life of Dallas in special agents in college towns.
1970. The 21- year· old student They like to recruit as Ra!esmen
purchaser paid an annual interest popular campus figures such as
rate of 8, 5 per cent. The fraternity leaders, recent)y
compounded finance charge on graduated star athletes, former
the first year premium loan of ooache& and even faculty members
$151 comes to $76,07.
and administrators,
From the creditor's standpoint,
One professor at Michigan State
Lommasson won first prize in the such loans are among the snfest University is cited as reporting
electrical engineering department imaginable, ~;ays Consumers some students he interviewed
while second place went to Dave
didn't lmow they w~rfl sig11htg: n
Conner's exhibit of a "Sine-Wave
contract committing them to buy
Generator."
insurance. Some thought they
The best nuclear engineering
were signing a medical form.
department display for
Others thought they were getting
"Radioisotope Applications" and
May 2 has been named as the the first year's insurance free, All
second place went for the display date of the 44th Annual UNM were being sv.ed by the same
of "Alpha, Beta, Gamma Honors Assembly. The insurance company.
Sources." Names of students did announcement was tl.1adc by
not accompany the .nuclear Richard L. Trainor, current
displays.
New Mexico
president of the Khatali Cha,l)ter
A partlll cf nine judges selected of B 1ue Key, the campus
DAILY
LOBO
the award recipients for the Open organization which sponsors the
Vol. 75
No. 102
House which was held on Feb. 25. evenl. each year.
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
At that time it was announced the
The purpose of the Honors
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
best overall department trophy Assembly is to give recognition to
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
went to civil engineering, Dennis students and faculty members
Minuti was the cbairman of the who have contributed to campus
4102, 277·4202;
Advertising 277·4002
committee for exhibits.
life in the past year.
The best individual display
Blue Key is the national senior
The OaUy New Mexleo Loba is
went to the solid state exhibit of men's hu11urary society. The
published Monday through Friday
the elctrical engineering Khatali chapter became affiliated every regular week of the Univcr•
department which was put with the n~tional Blue Key sl.tv year by thl) Board of Student
Publications of the University of
together by John Wainionpaa, organization in 1957. Prior to that New
Meltico, and .IS not financially
Max Crall, Dewain Eckman, Dan time, Khatali had been a local associated with UNM. Second elliS$
postage paid at Albuqerquc, New
Barela and Gordon Kuhlmann •
honorary tor senior men.
87106. Subscription rate is
Many campus organizations will Mexico
$7 for the academic year.
be invited to present their awards
The opinioltll expressed on the
at the Assembly, among them: Phi
editorial pages of The Daily Lobo
Beta Kappa, Phi Sigma, the UNM are those ot the author solely, Un•
Signed opinion is that of the edi•
Intramural sports programs and torlal
board of The Oally Lobo.
the Um1 athletic dcpnrtment.
Nothing prlnted in The Daily J.obl)
"Khatali" is a Navajo word necessarily represents the views C)f
the University of New Mexico.
meaning "Medicine Man."

17 engineering students at
exhibits during the Engineering
Open House.
Awards were presented for the
best overall departments, the best
individual display and for first and
second place in el\Ch department.
In the mechanical engineering
department Dennis Buller was
awarded for the best display with
his ''Materials Testing
Experimentation" exhibit. Second
place in the department went to
Eric Gustafson for his
"Thermocouples" exhibit,
The best civil engineering
display was in "Tl:anllportatlon"
put together by Jim Thomte,
Geoffrey Jumper and Stan Huie.
Second places went to Dan
Morehead and Charles Richardson
for their "Sanitary • Waste
Treatment Plant,"
The "Cathode Ray Tube"
display put together by Dave
Conner, Robert White and Glenn

Shaw's Major Barbara
Performar1ce Delightful
The University Theater, much to my surprise and delight,
have managed to do a difficult play well. G.B. Shaw's works
are essentially aphoristic and polemic, and do not need to be
performed to be understood.
Unlike real people, his characters are prone to talk in
counter - speeches, not converse. But the University Theater's
production of Shaw's "Major Barbara," under the direction
of Kaki Hopkins, managed to wrest convincing
characterizations out of dry material.
Sir Andrew Undershaft, the munitions manufacturer
nlaved hv Joe Toulouse, was dry, haughty and perfect in
deportment and timing. tie, who manipulated people into
demanding their own freedom, dominates the show by others
reactions to him.
Both his daughter Barbara, played by Mary Canzoneri, and
his soon - to - be - son - in - law Adolphus Cusins, played by
Jim Sandiford, were excellent, and able to give life to Shaw's
polemics.
Regretably, Undershaft's wife, played by University
Theater veteran Susan Stoner, was stiff, righteous,
dominPPring and fidgety, but in rather much !!- monotonE!,
with no mood changes. Lady Britomart was br1ttle only on
the surface but we did Mt see that.
All the cast was excellent. Having survived some University
Theater productions thaL lvft Oi!e actor to cru:ty the show, or
ones that sort of slogged along with no variation in mood, the
overall quality of the acting leads me to credit director
Hopkins with striking some sort of creative spark in the
department.
Casey Church

Honors Recognizes
Talented Students

lobo Special • • •
small pizza and
drink96¢

this

JVe thank you all so very much.
The Families of
Nancy and Kelly

On Campus lntei'V'iews
Se$$ion No. 10
Sign•Up Date-Marr.h 6
MARCH 13
General Dyna.:nie.s
Hartford .Insurance Group
Bank of America
Nationnl Semi·C'.onductor
Fi..,.t Natioballlank (Albuquerque)
Bowman Produ~ts Divi~ion
GoodyeAr Aerospace
Roosevelt School Di~trlet
(Phoenix, Arizona)
Tucson Public School~
(Tu.,..on, Aritona)
MARGHH
Hartford Insurance Group
Bahk of Amerka

XeroX Corporation
Pfi>er, Inc.
General Dynamles
"Io'irst National Bank_ (Albuquerque)
Tueson Public Schools
(Tucson, Arizona)
Albuquerque Public S~hools
(Albuquerque, N.M.)
Poudre Seh~ol District ltl
(Ft. Collins, Colorado)
MARCH 15
Phlllipo l'etroleum
U.S. Bureau o! Cen~>us
Racine Unified School Dlst. #1
(Racine, Wiseonsinl
Poudre School District
!I-'t. Collins, Colorado)
Albuquerque Public Schools
(subjeot to change)

Heady Names Beckel
Acting ISRAD Head
President Ferro) Heady has
announced the appointments of
Charles Beckel as acting vice
president for research and acting
director or ISRAD, and David
Benedetti as acting dean of the
Graduate School.
The two men will serve in these
positions during the absence of
Vice President and Dean George
P. Springer who is going on
sabbatical, He plans to leave
March 13 and r~>turn to the
University in August.
In the case of the lSRAD
appointment, Beckel will serve in
that post until Springer returns or
until a permanent director is
appointed, whichever happens
first.
Benedetti, a professor of
psychology, has been associate
dean of thl! Graduate School since

1969.

Repa.ir & :\1ainten<~nce
on all foreign cars

'Joreign

Car Specialisls

333 WyomimrBlvd. NE

265·59() I

Free Estimates
~---

Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center
Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear
1502

Wy~Jming

NE

CORLISS NELSON

88

THURS. FRI. & SAT.

CHUCK CARTER
SUN.
student Union Suilding

The UNM Coffee House, SUB Room 129, is
open from 7:30pm until the SUB Closes each
week, Thursday through Sunday. Cover
Charge is 50¢, which on Thursdays and Sundays includes a Free Drink.

~7Jooks By

SUNDAY

CAREER SERVICE CENTER

"BR.J-..!N CAPERS"
Mott r.l'he Hoople
(Atco/SD 8304)
All right all you rock and roll
historians, let's trip back in time
to a day when rock and roll bands
were in business to do one thing
only - cut 11 hit single, and then
throw a bunch of unrelated music
together and call that an album.
Remember? But then our friends
tht:l Beatles came up with thEl idea
that an album should be
structured to give the listener a
look into the musical talents of
the gro11p's collective head, and
hopefully pres:mt a package both
satisfying and complete, with
none of the filler that was so
dominant in earlier album efforts.
A nice concept, to be sure.
Well, leave it to Matt The
Hoople to send all this flying out
the proverbial window. · If there
were a group of renown standing
behind the "BRAIN CAPERS"
album perhaps trends toward
quality and originality would
cease, for this album is a giant
step backwards any way you look
at it. What we have here is the
rock • em - sock • em hit single
("Death May Be Your Santa
Claus" - which is a blatant t:ip·off
from the Stones, anyway) being
used to support an albu,m that is
otherwise relatively worthless.
On Side One, once you're past
the lead·off with ''Death" the
album is over, for all intents and
purposes. Purely third • rate
material was rcco.rded, which
leads one to begin questioning the
quality of composition going for
this band. The Youngblood's tasty
hit "Darkness, Darkness" is
perhaps the only other redeeming

qu~tlity about tbis album, but only
because it was such a killer the
way Jesse Coli~ Young first
conceived it, not because Matt
The Hoople recorded it.
Generally it's a blah effort in
what is fast becoming a vast sea of
muck in what was once known as
hard ):'ock, I guess "what is lost in
talent can be gained in volume
and idea rip-off" is the axiom
Matt The Hoople is u&ing for their
pursuit of music these days. If
that be the case, then the j1.1ry
must stay out on Mott The Hoople
for a while longer until they
assure us inedia dp·offs such as
"Brain Capars" was just a bad day
at the studio. But that's going to
take a lot of convincing, because
if there is one thing for sure about
"Brain Capers" right now 1 it is
that it is definitely a rip-off.
Tom Lyncl!_

FLO~ENCE,
Italy
(UPI)-When police raided Mario
Carlini's home to search for
robbery loot, they got a, surprise.
Lined U[l in a closet were 21
skulls.
Carlini told police he stple
them from graves and sold them
"to people who happened to ask
me for them."

Coming:

PIZZA

{Formerly Platement Cenf~r}

by the presence of the very man;'
friends who came to say goodbye.

One Giant Step Backwards
OVERSET REVIEW

?X_ancy and Kelly wottld have

been so great~11 pleased

--

"BRAIN CAPERS''
Mott The Hoople
(Atco[SD 8304)

Exhibitions Draw Awards
For Aspiring Engineers
UNM teceived awards. for. their

Advisors

The ~Beh~~

Mon., March 6-17

remember • • • your
dorm cafeteria is

MARCH lG
Corps ot En!!tn..,..
Vision Investmenb
Hercules:. In<!.
Alvord Unified Schools
UUveralde, Ca!lforrtlli)
Albu~uerque Publie Schools
MARCH 17
Het'cules, IM.
MARCH 20
Fit:~t National nank (Denvet, Colorado)
MARCH 21
Garden City Schools
(Garden City, KnnSM)
MARCH 22
Penn Mutual
F.M.C, Corporation
Pomona Unified Sc:hool Dist.
(Pomona, California}
MARCH 23
Litton Ind., Data Systems Divl•ion
Johrtgon & JohtU!Ott
U.S. Marines:
MAttCH 24
Litton Indnstrie3
Johnson & J ohn110n
U.S. MariMs
TRW Systems
MAitGH27
Thunderbird Graduate Sehool
i\IARCH 2S
s. S. Kresge
U.S. Public Health Service
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clcmcfJ
Delivery •••

Fri.•Sot., 5 ptn-3 ant
Sun.-thors. 5 pm-1 am
268·2300

With this ad
'tii Marth 15

SAVE 20o/o
on cash and

J

carry pizzas.

Selected paperbacks
(including Foreign books)

40c per inch
Limited Supply of:
~fLUw.w.lL.IiWI.l.l.l..l~.rJ.w.I.I..Ll.I~..U.I.LI.I.l~WJ.I,.U,:• Leather watchbands l/2 price

sweatshirts LOO & up
UNM Jewelry .99
106 8 Cor11ell SE
Open Daily 11 AM
Friday, March 3, 1972
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UNM Baseball Team
Takes On Highlands
The Lobo baseball team, with a
2·1 .~:ecord after last weekend's
three gam~ set with New Mexico
State, will take on New Mexico
Highlands at Lobo Field this
afternoon in UNM's home opener.
Today 's nine inning single
contest will start at 2:30 with
Ami~ Marzullo on the mound.
Marzullo lost against NMS last

£,e.,., s
1

HAIR DESIGNS
FOR MEN
specializing in the

Long Full Look
complt:te line of
grooming aids

255-4371
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2914 Central SE
acros.~

from tht: Triangle

the store for DIAMONDS

For that
time in
yol.!r

lives.
Carleton

weekend when the Aggies picked
up an unearned run in the final
inning. Two winpers at Las
Cruces, Ron Adair and Joe Waid,
are scheduled to pitch in a
Saturday double header between
the two schools. The starng time
for the twinbill is noon.
Good Punch
Last weekend the Lobo& had
two lopsided victories over the
Aggies sandwiched around a 3·2
loss. Despite the graduation of the
top hitters on last year's club,
UNM displayed a good deal of
punch against NMS. The Lobos
averaged almost 13 runs in the
three-game series, while the Aggies
were held to a total of 13 runs by
UNM pitchers.
Friday's game will be the first
of the season for New Mexico
Highlands. Coach Jim Marshall's
Cowboys lead the Lobos in the
young series between the two
schools, 9·8, despite dropping
three of four games to UNM last
year.
Highlands Experienced
Coach Marshall begins his
seventh year as head coach of
NMSU without his starting
outfield of last year. However, the
Cowboy's axe strong in the
pitching department. Eight
pitchers with some expe~:ience in
college ball are on the squad
headed by Barry Sheldon, Joe
Bnglioni and Leman Taylor.
UNM 's Coach Leigh has also
lost his outfield of a year ago, but
the replacements did a good job
last weekend. Outfielder Dan
Fitzgerald led all hitters in the
three-game Aggie series with 10
hits in 14 trips to the plate.
Centerfielder Dennis Mernick was
6 for 10.
Busy Schedule
The Lobos have a busy
schedule ahead of them. Next
weekend Northern Arizona
University comes to Albuque~:que
for another three-game series.

24 Lettermen Back from '71 Team
(38·11)

Don Burge
(36·13)

Mru:k Sanchez
(35·14)

Roger Ruvolo
(35·14)

March 3
Utah at UNM

UNM9

UNM17

UNM14

UNM5

BYUat UTEP

BYU4

UTEP 3

UTEP6

BYU5

March 4
BYUatU:NM.

BYU6

BYU 167

UNM2

UNMl

Ut!lh at UTEP

UTEP 14

UTEP17

UTEP 16

UTEP6

Jim Pensiero

f

[

Arizona at ASU
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FAIR PLAZA
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For the past two searons John
Urban bas been one of the
mainstays in UNM's offensive line.
The 6·2, 235 pound All·WAC
tackle will be one of Coach Rudy
Feldm<m's :lt;indout p!!rformns
dUl'ing .spring ball and the 72
season,

BOOK~

Urban

lOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.

Open Mon.·Frf. l0etm·9 pm
Stat•. T() om·5 pm
Sun. lpm-6 pm

.2312 CENTRAL SE • MINUTfS FROM YOU.

NaderJS
daily ltmcheon special
AUTHENTIC LEBANESE FOOD

Veget~>rion

salads
~>II natural toods
shish kabob & shish kaft(l
l'ues-Fri 11 :3(). 2 pm, 5·1 () pm
Sat & Sun S.1() pm, closed Mon.
5900 Lomas NE

IDIPEGGER®
.JEANS

Button front, no back pockets, flared.
Great fit for guys and gals. $9.00·$12.00

a pair.

266:_2.629!

Deadlines for Upcoming Events
Announced by Intramural Department
The UNM intramutal Delta Theta "A" and NROTC
department lists a full·tilt of with 4·1 and 3·1 slates
upcoming events and several respectively.
play-off$ already underway.
The handball and paddleball
tournaments ate in the third
The 1 S-team volleyball round of action and the bowling
play ·o ffs in v o 1ve several tournament is just getting
undefeated teams going into the underway.
final rounds. NESEP, HPER,
Intramural director Bill Parise
Alpha Kappa Lambda and Phi reminds all participants in the
Delta Theta "B" sport perfect 5-0 Flickerball and Mushball
records, closely followed by Phi tournaments, slated to start Marc:b
iiii~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;a_ 6, that the deadline for .signing up
t~
is today. Deadlines for the tennis
• singles, golf singles, and co-ed
recreational tennis is set for March
Chaparral Tryouts
.-!
~ '7. All entries for the events should
~ Mandatory meeting Tues. ;:: sign up at the intramural
.department in room 202 at
~ & Wed., Marc:h 7th & 8th
Johnoon Gym.
The popular intramural
7:00pm in Johnson Gym
Wrestling tournament will be held
(Room 127)
March 14, 15 and 16. Deadline for
for all UNM girls who wish to
signing Up is March 9.
''We encourage all students,
tryout for Chaparrals.
~
faculty members, and staff to
~ part.icip&te, and any suagestions
It's fun!
~ for new .. events are always
:... welcome," Parise said.

t

&tttrit

Wrails &tablts

2.6 mi. S.E. of Placitas
on N.M. Hwy. 44; Just inside
Cibala National Forest

The cage season. comes to a
close this weekend with Utah and
Brigham Young University
providing the final competition
for Coach Bob King's squad.
The Lobo&, 14·10 overall and
6·6 in league play, entertain Utah
Friday night at the Arena before
the seventh ranked Cougars of
Coach Stan Watts come to town
Saturday. Tip-off for both games
.
is slated for 7:30 p.m.
New Mexico must win both
games to earn outright pus~;,,.sion
of fourth place in the WAC. A
split would give them a deadlock
with Colorado State at 7-7.
New Mexico will stick with the
same starting lineup which almost
got an NIT ·bid before crippling
defeats in Arizona Ja~;t week
knocked the Lobos out of second
place contention.
LElading scorer Mike Faulkner
will start at the low post. The
senior who will be playing his
final game as a Lobo is averaging
16.1 points per game.
Hustling Harold Little will also
be rounding out his New Mexico
career this ·wecke.nd. Little,
second in scoring at 12.5, will
start at one wing along with
rophomore Gabe Nava (5.2),
Darryl Minniefield, who
enjoyed a fine serif.$ in Arizona.
will start at the high post with an
11.1 scoring average. "Minny" is
but one rebound behind Faulkner
in the team boards battle.
Free·throw ace Tommy
Roberts will again direct New
Mexico's offense. Roberts is
ranked in the top six in the nation
in free throw percentage besides
scorlng at~ 10.2 dip.
New Mexico defeated Utah
earlier in the year for their cmly
WAC road victory of the year,
80·69.
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UNM head football coach Rudy
Feldman will greet 83 candidates
for the V<l~sity squad here
Satuxday with the opening of
spring football drills.
The ddlls will continue until
March 29 with a week break
starting on March 30. The practice
sessions will resllme Qn April 6
with the annual varsity • alumni
game scheduled fQr University
Stadium on April 15.
Feldm<1n will have 24 lettermen
from last season's 6·3·2 team that
finished second in the Western
Athletic Confer~nce race. A total
of 23 lettermen were lost which
poses a problem for the head man.
The biggest holes that must be
filled are at lineb<1cker,
quarterback and offensive line.
All·WAC quarterback Rocky
Long has graduated with four
candidates battling for the
position. The offensive line has
lost both guards and center and a
lot of the former Lobo's record
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The emphasis will be on hitting
when Rudy Feldman's gridder:-s
put on the pads tomorrow for the
beginning of spring practice, and
m.ost of the players probably
co11ldn't be happier.
For the past six weeks, the
Lobo football team has been
through a rigid conditioning
program known as pre·spring.
"Pre-spring is a prep for spring
ball, states John Urban, the
Wolfpacks All·W AC senior tackle.
"It is a mental and physical
t;oughness program in which you
are ta11.gh't to put out the
maximum."
Conditioning
Judging from. what Urban and
the rest of his teammates have just
undergone, conditioning will not
·be one of Feldman's concerns
when h.e opens pYactice
tomorrow,
A typical pre-spring week went
oomething like this for the 1972
team,
The emphasis was on reaction
time, speed, and endurance every
Monday and Wednesday. Agility
and quickness drills, com.batives
(wrestling) and end\U'ance periods
were the ordel:' of the day.
The agiHty drills usually
entailed such stunts as changing
directions at the instant sound of
the coach's signal and series of
somersaults based on reaction
time.
QuickneiiS, Reactions
Qulekttess drills were also
founded on reactions. One event
involved players hurdling back
and forth over mats with a
premium also placed on speed.
Grueling quarter mil£1 races and
running stadium steps were part
>of the endurance progtam.
Urban commented: "If you
didn't do something right, you did
it over again." Consistency was
strived for.
The Lobos received littie
r~spite when they traveled to the
complex on Tuesdays and
ThUl'sdays. Building strength was
the necessity here.
Weightlifting exercises were
perfor·tne:d to condition all
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COMI»LETE SERVICE I»EPT.
2 LOCATIONS

come in small
packages,
but ours H.ave
a big .guarantee*

Brid~J Set

6 Diamonds

$89.95

Friday,

March~ 10'>'9
_a .. """'lulf~

Sony Model TC·6o
AC/DC Personal Portable
Cassette-Corder
The TC-6o, our lowest·priced
Cassette·Corder , is perfect for
budget-minded students and
housewives, for per&Onal corres·
ponderice, or ju~t for fun, Here
ts famous Sony performance and
dependability at an economical
pnce.
FEATURES:
• AC/DC Operation
• Push·Button Operation
• Locking Fast-Fornrard and
Rewind buttons
• Sonymatic Recording Control
• Microphone and Auxiliary
Inputs
• Built-In Speaker
• Record Interlock
• OpeHitcs in Any Carrying
Position
• Remote Stop/Start Microphone
• Tone and Volume Controls

'Forol<~. cu~ quallly ond

brillionco,
your diamond Is lhe finest
In its price range.Yourmoncy
bock in lull Hyou can linda
beuordiamnnd value lor tho price
within 60 dayllroln date
olpurch..o.
Downtown-lll8 Central SW
FJve Points Shopping Center
Wlnroc'k.
••• student actounu Invited

Car~t

Total Weight..
1 Carat:Total W~ight"
V.

HOUSE
3011 Monte Vista NE
255-1695

Use one of our convenient charge plans
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Polaroid,
Foster Grant,
Newest wire frame
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BLACK AND WHITE ROLL FILM
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off
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Any LP. Re.cord m
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$1 .00 off our .
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store

.Joe>

3 Days Only
Fri...Sat...Sun.

a $1.70 Value

$100

OFFER GOOD 10 DAYS
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Diamonds

Provides Leadership
John also said that its
"especially good for the younger
guys on the team, and tbat it gives
the veterans a chance to provide
leadership for the newcomers.
Last year the coaching staff
tried an experiment by permitting
the seniors to by-pass pre-spring.
This year, all of next seaoons
seniors were required to go
through pre-spring.
Urb:m felt last year's decision
was a detriment due to the lack or
le.adership that was present during
pre-spring.

>'110

,.

with the

Choose From Over
30 Models of Sony Recorders

COUPON

• t"!IJJtS&A

NOW

Grace Church
115 Cedar St. NE

March 5
6pm Sunday

,•'r!Jt

M:IWODD
,••y.....
tii.!M\

with your
HOMEWORK

"Can we communicate with the dectd?"
Fred Alles, Physicist

of the body. Bench press', squats,
and dead lifts in five sets with
eight repetitions were called for.
Make·up .Day
While most· of the team rested
on Fridays. those footballers who
missed any practices due to illness
or classes, attended a make-up
session.
The Lobos got a little bre11ther
this week when they rap 40 yard
dashes for time. This dash is run
everywhere in football today
because football is now
considered a 40 yard game.
Some players may question the
relative importance of this
conditioning program, but not
Urban. The Chicago native who's
been through three pre·springs
stated that "lt is a good thing to
go through. It builds character."

Any Sunglasses

Catch Up

Sony Cassette
Deck

n,., AliOtO sHowtASI! OF NiW ~CO!

&.ry ru •• 5-6 PM

Call 867·5352 or 344·5934

yards when he finished with 1129
in 1971. He now has 1958 career
rushing yards while the mark held
by Long is 2071.
New Mexico will have 33
members of last .season's 4-0 frosh
team includin~:t the leading rusher,
l:Uilfback Carlos McCall, and the
leading pass receiver Dicky
Speegle. The 197). Pups were the
first undefeated team aince 1959
and only the third since 1939.
Along with tho fre~hmen will
be. an even dQzen l:'edshirts and
five jupior
players who
semeste!:.

University Forum

OFFER GOOD 10 DAYS

lOc BEER .
Pizza Slices I 5¢
Dancing Every Nite

Cliff Archer have graduated with
Steve Bradshaw and Dan
Fitzgerald, two lettermen
returning at .the spot, Fitzgerald
will miss the spring practice
because of varsity baseball.
Letterman Paul Sitkow~;ki will
also vie for a slot after recovering
from knee surgery,
Helll:'y Returns
All-America candidate Fred
Henry returns at one halfback slot
and will set an all·time New
Mexico rushing record his ~enior
year. He became the first Lobo
ever to rush for better than 1000

After Pre-Spring

MdNDAY..-!iATUR0AY9.00AM. 'tO"J.OOPM

HORSEBACK RIDING
TRAIL RIDES
BREAKFAST RIDES
HAYRIDES
RIDING INSTRUCTION

setting rushing game went to the
interior line.
Fom: QB Candidates
Battling for the quarterback
slot will be 1970 backup man
Bruce Boone, Clovis High School
graduate Lewis Thomas, a transfer
fro m .UCLA, and f l:' o s h
quarterback~; Rick Fambro and
Bob Johnson.
Bath offensive centers - Tod
Klein and Steve Swanson ·- h11.ve
graduated with the top candidates
appearing to be red shirt!; Ted
Green (227) and Jeff Ohner
(199). Ohner was scheduled for
action last season but was forced
out by a knee injury.
Offensive guards Brad Bramel:'
and Tom Walker we~e outstanding
players last season and will
probably be replaced by lettermen
Mike Kubowicz and Dave Cook.
starting senior tackles John Urban
and Ron Kohl return.
Veteran linebackers Houston
Ross, Herman Fredenberg and

Lobos in Top Conditio·n

I

I

FUN
Page 6
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l
March 4 - UNM Creshman
basketball team hosts Kirtland Air
Force Base, University Arena,
5:15p.m.
March 4- tlNM basketball
team hosts :Srigham Young
University, University Arena, 7:30
p.m.
March 4- UNM basebaU team
hosts New Mexico Highlands,
Lobo Field, 12 noon.
Marc:h 4- UNM swimming
team at WAC championships at
CSU,all day.
March 4 _.. UNM outddor track
team hosts Arizona and· Abilene
Christian at UniverllitY Stndium,
March 5- UNM ski team in
team race at Sandia l'eak, all day.

.

I

Lobos Close
Out Season

BDOKSl

See this and others in
our collection tonite 'til 7 PM

Spring Drills Open Saturday for 83 Lob·os

Lobo Picks ~ ..

off

Across from campus-Open 'til midnight
Central at Yale SE
243-4446
Page 7
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5)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

2)

SERVICES

5)

FORSALE

STUDENT . TRIPS . AND CAMPING
WITH MINITREKS - Europe, North
Africa, Orient. Writll S,T,O.P., 21600
Shatht!'k, :Berkeley CA, 94704-QR SE~
TRAVEL AGENT.
UNM Student does ~;heap tune-ups. Set
timing, carbul,'et()r, install new point$,
plugs, condensor--all for $5. You aupply
parts, or I d1;1 at discount prices, Box
4175 for instant r~Jply, Zip 87106. 3/6
WEDDING ANDPORTRAIT.-PHO'riici_.RAP.:ffY. Andrea West, 282.6894.
tfn
TYPING. Reasonable J{ate. IBM Electn!!, 11809 Salem NE. 296·!!349.
3/8
PASSPORT. IMMIGRATION, IOENTI·
FICATION 1Jhoto. .Fast, inexpensive,
pleasing. Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
l/28
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $$5.00 (ncludes
lodging, transportatiol) & dlsc:>.ounts. 21!264ll5.
3/9
4)

6)

Bchind~Qf1et'l' li1~r

Located
1718 Ynle Blvd. SE
"Famous Name Brands at
Lower Than Possible Prices

EMPLOYMENT

on

anct T•P• .

Orub,c:JI

FOR RENT

5)

FORSALE

1965 PORSCHE 8560, Rebuilt engine.
$2850 firm. 256·89!14 or 842·5314. John.
3/7
1966 JEEP STATION WAGON-good 6
cYI. engine, new clutch, body excellent.
Set up !or camping. $600,00, 345·1492.
8/6

. iSN&l,

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CABOCHO~S

Makers of-Hand Made

Jn~ian Jewelry

B & 8 LAPIDARY
82R SAN FILIJ>E NW

i

OLDTOWN

247-2513

:

:

1_;;:::u:t:::~~'!J!!!I,ff••uJUIUIIIIII.II":JIIC

·."~h· ud.-·,~~a..,....~··· ,·5··-~i~--1
11

L.1 ••

a.m.-~a

-..._--.,.•

Su"

a.m.

.~

SERVICES

UNIVERSITY SHELL

SPECIAL GROUP
AND LADIES
LEATHERJACKETS
V2 OFF
~'fENS

EXOTIC DANCER, girl entertainers for
Private party, 842-5412.
3/8
FLOWERS 1.1AKE THE DAY BEAU.
'l'lFUL-sell flowers-good pay-268~
9822.
3/31

JlACETED STONES, MINERALS

CSC HELPING UN?tl grow spiritually I
130 Girard NE, 266·4312.
8/17
HOME REPAIR TELEVISION SERVICE. n&W, Color, Stereo. Student
discount. 268·4589,
3/6

FACTORY
OUTLET

FE.M ALE ROOMMATE WANTED:
Campus area, $67.50. 265-0288 after 5,
no straights or freaks.
3/7
TWO noOMMATES. 2 br house, $55 each.
2904 Hyder SE or 256·8904, John, 2/7
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share apt. 2 miles from campus. 26511805.
3;1

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Jlracelet type gold watch, possibly
on playing tieids. 277-litl:JS.
3/(i
FOUND; CONTACT LENSEB-fn blue
case nl)ar library call 277-4873.
3/6
FOUND; SLIDE RULE m UNM campWI
J)arking l~;~t. Claim In Rm. 206, Journal•
ism.
3/6
FOUND-MAN'S JACKET IN GEOLOGY BUILDING. Tues. nite - CAll
Marvin, 277·4991.
2/4

3}

3)

EMPI.OYMENT

YOU WON'T GET RICH-but it's be<lr
$$, or even rent $$ if you give it a
decent try. Sell the liARD TIMES, 107
Cornell SE Ol.' pic\( aorne up a.t tne
Roach Ranch, 12() Yal~ SE,

$750 STEREO COMPONENT llYst~:mJ 160
watt amP. B\Jeakcl.'s, tapy declt, nead·
phonCil. I•'or sule or trade, make offer.
247·8263,
3/6
THE LE,I\TllERBACK TURTLE, •• your
· orgiu\ic hnbel,'dasher has p11.nts thnt fit
wher11 others Jea.ve off. UpeUiirs at 2938
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the TrlanJI'Ie
Bnr),
tfn
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do moot anything, $49,95, Cash or Terma. Open 7
days a w~k. Unlwd Freight Sales, 8920
San Mateo NE.
tfn
30 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30-$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 265-5987.
5/2
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPL~Es, Student
discount on evllrYthing in store. Dark·
room supplies, llirrl',shllmicals, processing. Southern Exposure lTD. 2318 Central, aero~ frpm Yn)e Pnrk.
tfn

RATES: 7e per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum l~l.40) per ~1me run. lf ad is to
2Uo, afwrnoons P!:"!lfer!ll)ly or mnil.
run five or more coq~ecutiVe daye with
no changes the raU) ill reduceu w 6c
Clll84lified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. f!7106
TERMS: PaYmtlnt must be made in full prior to insertic;m of advertisement

1) PERSONALS
TRANSIT: HAVING A HARD TIME 'l
Drug CounseUng and Info~mation, call
277-5342, Mesa Vista 1056, Sun.•Thurs.
6-12 .{l'rl, .and Sat.:...;_7-~2---·--ASTROLOGY-Twelve week course begin·
ning March 7: call Mlchll.el, 266·0902, at
the Libracorn Academy of Astrology. 3/7
TIRED OF --EXTRA-POUNDS?~
Profeilsor and Gradqate Stuaent a:re
conducting a research study based Qn
sEmJ>ible and auccessflll methods of losing weight, Interested in participating?
CuJI 842-6763.
3/6
THREE DULL GUYS NEED THREE
interesting chicks for birthday party.
Don't let us sPend our birthdays alone.
Call :Cor intel'Yif1W after 6 p,m. at 277·
4372 or 277-3282. Quick I
3/_3
NEED A RlDE TO NEW YORK March
25th to 28th. Will share gas expenses.
3/J
Ja.ne, 298-1303.
FREE DOG TO RESPONSIBLE HOME.
8 month female, a,tfectiQJiaW, overly intelligent. 266·5070 after 5.
3/7
LANDLORD PROULEMS: The Da.ilY
Lobo is doing a survey on tenant/landlord hassles in the UNM area. lf you
have a problem, or have an exceptionallY
good landlord, give us a call, 277-42()2,
after 5 p.m. We will not accePt anonymous calls.
COUPLE NEEDS RIDE TO NEW YORK
after Feb. 29. 265•93()7,
3/4
FREE EARS - FREE TALK - FREE
MlNDS. AGORA can listen to yoUl'
problems with an open mind and a dif·
fercnt perspective. If its a little prob•
lem, perhaps we can help you solve It
right away. If its a whopper, we can
help y~;~u over the crisis and suggest
appropriate long term help, AGORA,
NW corner Mesa Vista Hall, 277-3013,
Call or come see us. We are avafla.ble
a:round the clock.
tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, Jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks, Upstaii"S at THE LEATHER·
BACK TURTLE, 2983 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Ba.r)
tfn

6)

FORSALE

THE GREAT DICTATOR
ll \IOOllltOYIOC'I I
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SAT. -SUN.

71!E'TO

,/ANUS

•

The Seventh Seal I
INGMA~

IEilCMAI-I'S CLASSIC

i

specializing in t'une-ups
brakes, air conditioning
&expert welding

CHARLIE CHAPLIN,N
WRITIEN, DIRECTED AND PRODUCED BY CHARLES CHAPLIN.

Released through Classic Festival Corporation. Prints by Movielab.
m7,30&9,SO

L-------------1 DON
PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

10% Discount to Students

24 hr. service
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE

2{}8-5877

I_,...
•

IN COlOR

THU R.- FR (.

KINUCASA'S

GM&:o£'HFJ;L

(Ma~~DI

CRANO PRIZE WINNER CANNES fii.M FESTIVAL

1-10
P·t\·
3 ASTRONAUTS
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ARE STI\111\10~1)

lll
SPACE WITH SS
./'1JftiUTES TO L1.Ve

teDUSTIN HOFFMAN'S FINEST PERFORMANCE
SINCE tMIDNIGHT COWBOY'!"
-THE NATIONAL OBSERVER

"A BRILLIANT FEAT

~

OF MOVIE-MAKING!"

I

-TIME MAGAZINE

ult nawlessly

expresses the

belief that
manhood requires

rites of violence".
-NEWSW!:EK
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